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Students Are Active as Homecoming Nears

Students To Elect

THE Homecoming Queen

Homecoming week will begin officially on Wednesday, October 24, with a noise parade at 6:30 p.m. in front of the stadium and the tug-of-war will also take place at that time. The Homecoming "Mums" will be awarded to those "on foot." The bon fire is scheduled for 7 p.m. behind the stadium and the tug-of-war will be the Frosh vs. Sophomore Juniors vs. Seniors. Songs and yells will be led by the recently organized OCE Pep Band.

Dr. Lieuallen Speaks To Theta Delta Meet

Homecoming To Boost Big Activity Schedule

Homecoming week will begin officially on Monday, October 27, at 12:30 with a serenade from Todd hall to the Pep assembly. The Friday, November 2, game will really get under way with a homecoming Pep assembly in front of Todd hall. Bring plenty of noisemakers and if you have a car, honk it! Trucks will be provided for those "on foot." The bon fire is scheduled for 7 p.m. behind the stadium and the tug-of-war will also take place at that time. The Homecoming "Mums" will be awarded to those "on foot." The bon fire is scheduled for 7 p.m. behind the stadium and the tug-of-war will be the Frosh vs. Sophomore Juniors vs. Seniors. Songs and yells will be led by the recently organized OCE Pep Band.

An all-campus talent show at which the Homecoming Queen is to be crowned will be held at 9 p.m. Tickets at 25 cents for students and 50 cents for adults, may be obtained from band members during the latter part of this week. The class of 1957 will be sold at the door. A sports dance in Maple hall will conclude the evening.

Saturday morning a registration for all Dad's will be held as well as an open house at Maaske hall.

OCE will battle the OTI Owls on the football field at 1:30 p.m. The Homecoming dance in the PE building is semi-formal and Homecoming "Mums" will be appropriate as corsages.

Dr. Lieuallen mentioned the purposes of American education. There are many types of Institutions to fill the needs of society. There are diversity of purposes among institutions and within institutions. There are these approaches: curriculum vs extra-curriculum; teaching vs research, which causes one to consider in hiring whether the individual is to do research and/or teach; and general education vs special education.

There is conflict between the specialization trend and the general education. In education there is the general education vs special education. The dilemma is knowing whether the individual is to do research and/or teach; and general education vs special education.

Mantovani To Present Concert in Corvallis

Mantovani, the international recording star who will appear at Gill coliseum in Corvallis at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, October 22, under the auspices of the Corvallis Civic Music association, has decided that the fans who have pressed him to increase his television appearances were giving him good advice. He now has a big 26-week television series, "Mantovani Hour" on TV (The English Independent Television) fortnightly. Since his visit to America last fall he has done a very successful tour of Germany, highlighted by a recital in London. After a week in Switzerland, Mantovani began a tour of Germany, highlighting his first concert at the Sportpalast in Berlin. He is now touring scoring another big record for London Records. After a week in Germany, Mantovani will return to the United States, and from there will go to New York, where he will record for the Columbia label. Mantovani has decided to give up his home in Venice, where he will go on to Johannesburg, South Africa, to play eight concerts representing the best of light music for that country's inaugural music festival. Mantovani as composer is currently represented by a new Italian tune, called "Song of Sorrento" which is winning wide popularity in England.

Mantovani's tour of America begins on October 5, and is advertised by the Associated Press. Newsweek, the international newsweekly, will feature Mantovani on its cover on October 2.

On Saturday, October 27, Mantovani will give a concert in the OCE Dads' Club meets on Campus.
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Royal Court To Rule Homecoming Weekend

Princess Lois

Princess Karen

Princess Janice

Princess Terry
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**Participant in the Northwest Convocation**

**Deans To Attend Personnel Meet**

Dr. Arthur Gleason, dean of men; Miss Josephine Searcy, dean of women; and Jack Morton, registrar, will attend the Northwest Convenion of Personnel Association which plans this annual conference.

**Theta Delta Phi Meets**

(Continued from page one)

The concept of today's universal personality in man are: (1) classify man and education to return to theory of universal man; (2) consider two areas; (3) be informed in fine arts; (4) be at ease in any environment; (5) be capable of reducing social distance.

At the end of the college the student is still working and studying for higher goals. This is the ultimate need in our state of civilization to keep man from destroying himself.

Realization of the morning business meeting was made for the Theta Delta Phi breakfast at the Oregon Education Association convention to be held in Portland this spring, and election of Charles Bosrey, junior from Oregon College, to the position of district governor. The next annual convention will be held in Southern Oregon College next fall. Policeman to make student who has just collided with a dead dog is told by his professor to give him an hour to think. "I think you're a student! After all, it's your word against a literally thousands of horsers."

**State Vets Net 529 Applications**

The state department of Veterans' Affairs received 529 applications in the past week. The applications are for state educational aid benefits. Almost 80% of the 529 applications are from World War II veterans whose deadline for entering training expires this week.

**DON'T BE MISREPRESENTED**

By George D. Davidson

It became apparent as I read an account of the Korean War in a book, which has rightly been gathering dust in the library, that the author's attitude toward people was poking through the selection of events. The figures of Jefferson, Adams, Hancock, Washington and Palm, were all described by the author's reactions to situations without relief. The only dimension was the physical. Needless to say, these events were not even sketched in. These men were described as they were forwarded to establish the reputation of the United States of America.

In an election year we tend to get too close to the politics because of the intense desire to win on the part of parties and the opposition. The candidates for political office tend to give us a caricature of the kind of people they are or the kind of people they would like us to believe they are. The attempt is made up to attempt for the best results in the period of time, from these various methods of study -- very little.

In the light of making unnecessary an examination, they might only indicate that one is well versed in the arts of cramming, a test to be as every examination. During this year and the ones to follow let's look more to our studies and attempt to acquire all the knowledge we are capable of -- the grades will take care of themselves.

**CONVENTION HELD**

Oregon College of Education was the site of the regional convocation of Theta Delta Phi, Friday and Saturday, October 25 and 27. The various delegates to this national men's honorary scholastic fraternity were guests of the college's Beta chapter of this organization. We hope their stay at OCE was a memorable one. —J.L.
BONFIRE FLASH

Thursday night the freshmen voted to build the Homecoming bonfire in two days, instead of one day as last year. The building of the bonfire will begin Thursday, Nov. 1. Volunteers to help organize and protect the bonfire are: Jim Saxton, guard; Bill Newhall, driver; Bob Bryant, vehicles; Gary Horning and Buell Halley, poles; Clyde Miller and Joe Taylor, cleaning; and Jim Beck, miscellaneous.

Dean's Note: This year's freshmen women will not be permitted to exit the dormitory to help serve coffee to the freshmen who are guarding the bonfire.

The bonfire will be lit following the noise parade Friday evening.

IVCF INVITES

Thursdays at 7:00 p.m. at Varsity Christian Fellowship invites you to a meeting planned from 8 to 9 o'clock this evening in Ad 415. The discussion will be led by Gertrude Wolters. It is called, "The Importance of Halloween to Christendom." 

CO-WEDS TO MEET

The next meeting of the Co-Wed's Club will be held Wednesday, Oct. 31, at 8 p.m. in the faculty lounge. A representative from Charlotte's Charm School in Salem will be guest speaker. An interesting meeting, indeed! Reservations are necessary. For the evening will be Myrtle Elwood and Elaine Clark.

THETA DELTA PHI INITIATES

OCE chapter of Theta Delta Phi, national honor fraternity for men, initiated five students and one faculty member into their organization Wednesday, October 24.

Dewaine Brandt, a Monmouth senior; Gary Campbell, a junior from Salem; Jack Little, sophomore from Monmouth; Bob Kortzhef, junior from Salem and John Tuttle, sophomore from tallahassee, were selected for their achievement in their field and for their membership in one or more of the national honor fraternities. The dean of men, Dr. Jack Edling, assisted in the selection of the students and completed the ceremony for membership.

Membership in Theta Delta Phi is open to any male student meeting the scholastic requirement, three point grade average for two consecutive terms. Thereafter the student must maintain and accumulate grade point average of 2.50 to keep his membership in the organization.

IRC TALKS MODEL UN

The Model United Nations will be the topic of discussion tonight at the International Relations Club meeting. Bob Richard and Joe Taylor will present the model of the group. The session will be held in room 206 of Wormser.

Attention, Girls!

For the latest in hair styling at reasonable prices come to

Monmouth Beauty Shop

157 W. Main

3X. 71423

THE TAYLORS
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WINNING BOOTH

by Kendra Macleod

The State Board of Higher Education met October 23, to grant Portland architects Annand, Boone, and Li permission to design a new building. The building will include both a music and art section and is to be constructed in two individual units. The music unit will be built first, in the fall of 1957, and will include a special auditorium with a seating capacity of 250 people. The art department will be added two years later.

Facing west, the building will be located on the present OCE parking lot, east of the library building. Total cost of the construction is estimated at $320,000.

Another major construction improvement will be the expansion of Maple hall. When complete, this student union center will include the present recreation area plus two additional units. The cost of the building is approximated at $100,000.

CAMPUS CALENDAR

Monday, October 29: 10 a.m.-All Grove proofs in for Homecoming second edition

Tuesday, October 30: 7 p.m.-Lamron news deadline

Wednesday, October 31: 12:30 p.m.-Serpentine and pep assembly, CH auditorium

Friday, November 2: 6:30 p.m.-Noise parade (forms at Todd hall)

Saturday, November 3: 9:30-10:30 a.m.-Open House (Maanke hall)

Each year several members of IRC are selected to participate in a national conference which includes delegates from IRC's all over the nation. The theme chosen for the conference is a model United Nations. Officers will be chosen to reign throughout the session. Each representative club participating in the conference will portray an individual country as presented in the assembly.

Statehood for Hawaii was discussed as last week's topic. Fre- lyan Tanaka presented the angle of the problem and the group in discussion. A special film of the Hawaiian islands was a feature part of the program.

Everything Photographic at

MOMMOUTH

independence
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Red Raiders Drop Wolves from OCC Football Picture

The Red Raiders from Southern Oregon College eliminated any possibility the OCC Wolves had of helping them uphold their membership in the OCC for the 1956-57 season on Monday, by getting in the gymnasium. Coach Bob Livingston will be keeping an eye on the younger squad, since the Wolves have eliminated the Monmouth crew and will have the Owls as their next opponents. Livingston is determined to improve on that record with a superior squad this year.

All players interested in playing varsity, junior varsity, or any other small college football teams? Obviously, the only way to find a true answer to this question is to have intersection matches between the smaller college gridiron teams. Financially, this is well-nigh impossible, so I suppose you go by the old indication?

NAIA STATISTICS OFFER GOOD CLUE

Yes, one yard-stick for measuring the comparative strengths of an OCC or any other small college is the statistical bureau of the National Intercollegiate Athletic Association (NAIA). This organization compiles stats. on the leading individuals and teams in such categories as passing, rushing, total offense, kick returns, and so on. The latest compilation released by the NAIA is based on the southwestern region from which the nation's leaders in rushing offense, one yard-stick for measuring the comparative strengths of the Oregon Collegiate Conference isn't taking a back seat to the Northwest Conference when it comes to top individual performances. Which brings us to another point. Why are OCC teams usually on the short end of the score when they play NWC foes?

OCC IS JUST COMING INTO ITS OWN

The primary reason, we believe, for the OCC losing battles against the larger powers of the NWC is that OCC is still growing, while NWC schools are firmly entrenched and have tradition working in their favor. The comment comes something like this: "We've been kicking our butts for years and there isn't much reason why we shouldn't be doing better." We predict that it won't be too many years before OCC coaches will be making the same comment. We still get our bumps from NWC schools, but the scores are getting closer and we're managing to reach in some victories occasionally. The OCC, for instance, defeated Lindbergh in 1954 and Pacific U. in 1955. Oregon College Conference schools are growing enrollment-wise and facility-wise, and there shouldn't be any reason why our athletic program shouldn't make the same growth. OCC is adding intercollegiate wrestling and swimming this year. The football schedule for the coming year is OCE, for instance, defeated Lindbergh in 1954 and Pacific U. in 1955. Oregon College Conference schools are growing enrollment-wise and facility-wise, and there shouldn't be any reason why our athletic program shouldn't make the same growth. OCC is adding intercollegiate wrestling and swimming this year. The football schedule for the coming year is

Wrestling to Start

An intercollegiate wrestling meet will be held here this week by the OCE, against NWC opponents is that the OCC is still growing, while NWC carried the day for years and there isn't much reason why our athletic program shouldn't make the same growth. OCC has already written a few bright chapters in OCC sports history, but there is room for a few more chapters and some post-scripts.

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL

Intramural volleyball will begin the week of November 5. Team rosters should be submitted by Friday, Nov. 2. The volleyball tournament will run until Christmas vacation. Last year's tournament had six entries with the faculty "Old Timers" putting on an exciting demonstration but being unable to match the youth of an offensive group "The Wolves." We have hopes for eight to 10 teams this year with most of the clubs entered in flag football carrying on in the gymnasium.

Get your team rosters in to Zel Gerhard for the first practice, which will be held on November 12.

Local fans have taken an interest in the sports activities for the better. Morale is just as important on a college campus as it is on a service installation and a sports history, but there is room for a few more chapters and some post-scripts.

WRA Intramural Volleyball Now Under Way

WRA Intramural volleyball team is set for a three-round robin tournament starting Thursday. The scores are as follows:

OCE Wolves: 10-0

One 1-0 One 1-0

One 1-0 One 1-0

Chevron Gas Station

Complete Automotive Repair and Towing

A.F.E Cards Honored

Hargreaves' Garage

122 S. Knox St., A1A

Sunoco Gas Station

We appreciate your business

WAGON WHEEL

BAR B-Q

Proper Insurance Can Protect Your Piece of Mind and Pocketbook

The Premium Won't Hurt you—a loss might!

Let's see . . .

POWELL and RAUCH, INSURANCE

195 E. Main St., Monmouth, Oregon

Phone SKylines 7-3451

Basketball To Start

Coach Bob Livingston will greet his basketball hopes for the 1956-57 season on Monday, November 5, with a 4 p.m. meeting in the gymnasium.

All players interested in playing basketball, no matter what your fancy, or freshman ball are urged by Mr. Livingston to be present for the initial instructions. Actual floor work will not begin until the following afternoon.

OCE's showing last year wasn't up to par with the records of previous seasons but Coach Livingston is determined to improve on that record with a superior squad this year.
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